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SELECTED WOMEN AUTHORS OF BRITAIN AND AMERICA:
A tcufaucuLtim GUIDE FOR TEACHERS OF COLLEGE
ENGLISH COURSES Order No..7823231

ANUS, Velma Dianne, Ed.D. University of Arkansas, 1978;
187pp. Major Professor: Dr. Jacqueline Douglas

Purposa

The purpose of this study was to design a curriculum guide
on English and American women authors which could be used
as an outline for a college course dealing Specifically with.
women writers or as a guide to supplement college survey
courses in English and American literature. A related purpose
was to focus attention on women writers writing in the various
literary periods and in the major genres and to look at their
contributions in light of literary trends rather than as periph-
eral to the main currents in literature. Verification of the neod
for a curriculum guide was an important part of this investiga-
tor's research prior to the actual construction of the curricu-
lum guide.

Procedure

Verification of the need for a curriculum guide on women
authors was accc,mplished through the following lines of inves-
tigation: (1) correspondence with organizations and institutions
which had already done work in the area of women's studies;
2) the administration of two sets of questionnaires, the first

of which sought Information from fifty-six institutions of higher
education about some existing courses in American and English °
literature and the second of which sought information from
thirty-four instructors at twenty-four institutions about some
women's literature courses currently being offered; (3) a re-
view of ten American and eight English college level anthologies.

After the need for a curriculum guide had been demonstrated,
the investigator surveyed literature about and bymomerr writers
and constructed a guide entitled "Selected Women Authors of
Britain and America.: A Curriculum Guide for Teachers of Col-
lege English Courses." The first four steps of Hilda Taba's
suggested phases for the development of curricula as outlined
in Curriculum Development Theo_ _and Practice (New York,
IWO were followed by the researcher: (1) diagnosis of needs;
(2) formulation of objectives; (3) selection of content; (4) or-
ganization of content.

Major Findings and Results

1. Correspondence with professional asseciaticns and re-
source centers on women's studies yielded useful bibliograptd-

-cal=irdorrrta-tionibetlittie-speeifiinforrriations.bout_exlsting
courses on wo&-en's literature.

2. The initial questionnaire revealed that at most of the uni-
versities surveyed instructors have a great deal of freedom in
selection of texts arid sotu.se content for survey courses in
American and British literature. However, if information sup-
plied about authors being taught was rePreientitife7rifile
'interim authors are being taught in comparison with female
American authors in a ratio tif appioximately ten to one at the
institutions re*pondhig. MalaBritish authorS are being taught
in- comparison with female British authors in a Kati° of approxi-
mately thirty to one.

3. The second questionnaire revelled tht women's courses
literritum currently being offered stress twentieth century

women writers of short stories, novels, and poetry.
In the ten anthologies of American literature reviewed,

rant of the authors introduced were male and 11 percent
tTrfeinare., filth° eight anthologies of British literature re=

4.97 percent of the authors introdpced were stile aid 3
scent were female.

5. As a result of the:diagnosed need for a curriculum guide,,
the Investigator prepared objectives. She then selected forty-
one American and'thirtythree British authors writing in the
five major genresbetween 1600 and 1950 to be included in the
guide. For each author the investigator attempted to (a)-ideii.
tity the author within her particular literary period; (b) men
than printar5 works and Maks suggestions of where such works

could be studied in relation to other literature by both men and
wornehi of the period; (c) supply selected bibliographical infor-
mation. The investigator organized the guide by dealing with
British and American authors separately and by using centuries
for the grouping of authors. A brief introduction to each cen-
tury in America and Britain was included as a reminder of
major social, historical, and literary movements.

PARABOLIC FORMS IN ORDINARY DISCOURSE -

Order No. 7820499

COONTZ, Phyllis Dawn, Ph.D. University of Colorado at
Boulder, 1978. 182pp. Director: Professor Edward Hose-

Stories and storytelling are the main concerns of this dis-
sertation. This study focuses upon a particular kind of story,
pe parable, because of-its special structural ability to convey
understanding. Stories and parables are treated as one and the
same in this study. In order to demonstrate that ordinary peo-.
pie tell and hear stories in the contexts of everydiy affairs,
I have collected and examined some of the stories told and
heard in a methadone center setting.

Now stories are told by persons to describe 'their experi-
ences in the world. The various involvements of persons are
viewed as meaningful evonts and as such when persons talk
about their experiences they do so from an earnest perspective.
The experiences of persons ca not be taken lightly. The stories
persons tell to describe their experiences cannot be taken
lightly either.

This dissertation Is organized and presented in two parts.
Part One, ChapterS Two, Three and Foar,-attempt to provide
background knowledge from which to proceed with an analysis
of storytelling practices,

Chapter Two reviews pertinent sociological literature which
might have some bearing upon ha interpretive approach to the
analysis of storytelling practices.

Chapter Three defines and discusses the - parable and the'
ancient oral history of parabolic-forms in ordinary conversa-
tion.

Chapter Four attempts to show how stories might be viewed
as constituting a natural dialectical process. To do this a brief
history is Presented of the term, dialectic, to show its relevance -7
for storytelling practices.

'Part Two concerns the actual stories collected for this study
and their analysis. Chapter Five presents the stories told and
heard in various situations of methadone-center society.

Chapter Six, the concluding chapter of this dissertation, of-
fers a procecure for exploring the telling and hearing of stories
for sociologists and others interested in many of the problems
found in speech activity.

THE FOCUSING BEHAVIORS, MENTAL PROCESSES, AND
TYPES OF LANGUAGE USED BY SELECTEDSEVENTH
GRADERS WHILE READING AND RESPONDING TO A
CHAPTER FROM AN ADOLESCENT- NOVEL'

Order No 7822395

CUTTS, Kenneth Michael Ph.D. The University of Iowa, 1978,*
289pp. Supervisor: Associate Professor John Conner .

This study described a reader'd processes of comprehen-
sion by isolating and analyzing three variables: points of locus,,
mental processes, and types of language. Ten categories of
focus divided into textual and extra-textual-types were donned
and used in analysis. Two instruments, one containing five
categories of mental processes and one containing four cate-
gories of language were constructed and used to analyze reader
responses.



Two reading nbil groups from the seventh grade were se-
lected through the use of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills The
twenty-three students in the high reading group and e ven in
the low group -. re. asked to silently read and introsilectively
respond to a chapter from an adolescent novel. The chapter
was divided into seven segments '.o enable readers to pause
and react freely during the reading, which was taped and tran-..
scribed.

A separate evaluator determined the extent and categories
for each-iocus. and two different raters independently, deter-
mined the mental processes and language used in each focus.
Chi-square procedures with.a .05 level of probability, category
frequency and percentage totals, and segment frequencies and
totals weresei to determine answers to the following ques-
tions guiding the study.

la. What were the differences between the hi_tl rasa
and the low reading =In the use of textual d e
focuses?

in ou
tra- textual

The percentafles for tp.e.tual and extra-textual types of tot Is
were nearly equal and similar for both groups. There were
statistically significant group -differences in the use of focus
categories. Self and then character were the two most frequent
types of focus for both group*. There were no statistically sig-
nificant differences by sex in the use of focus categories, al-
though the boy* in the study focused on events observably more
than girls did.
lb. What were the chin es in the differences between the,
readirand the low reading group in siecif c types of
textual and extra - textual focuses?

Both reading groups focused extra-textually on self most
frequently in the first three segments. As the reading pro-
gressed, focus on self declined and textual focuses on chat.-
acter became more frequent for both groups. In the final
segments fewer focUses of either type occurred but textual
focuses were more frequent for both groups.

2a. What were the differences between the high readingroup
and the low reading group in the use of the five tmAclflIirik-
ing defined in the menta12rocess continuum?

There were no statistically significant group differences In
the use of the five mental processes. But, the high group used
generalizing in a more frequent manner than the low group did.
The high group boys' use of seeing relationships was signifi-
cant at the .05 level. The boys in both groups used the cate-
gory more frequently than did girls. The low group girls' use
qf generalizblg was also significant at the .05 level. MI the
girls in the study generalized In a more frequent manner than
did boys. In terms of a continuum the high group spent nearly

_ fifty percent of the time generalizing and predicting whereas
the low group used the same categories only one-third of the
time.

2b. What were the changes in the differences petween the high
reading rou and the low reading group in ing
as the readers progressed through the chaplff?

Both groups used - .seeing relationship more frequently than
any other category particularly in. Hie initial segments. From
that point the use of the category declined and the high group
progressed to using generalizing processes. At the same time
the row group used the other processes including generalizing
in a random fluctuating manner, but continued to use seeing
relationships extensively.

3a. What were thedifferences between the high reading roil
and the low reading group in the use of the four t ies of lan-
guage utilized in the lap _age continuum?

There were no statistically significant, group or sex differ-
ences the use of the four categories of language. Both groups
used Interpretive language moue than any other. The boys in
both woups tended+to use ittte9retive language more frequently
than did girls. The, girls in both _groups tended to use specula-
tive language more frequently than did boys. In terms of a
contirluum the high group used the more abstract evaluative
and N3eculative types of language nearly thirty percent of the
time. By comparison the low group used the same categories
less than twenty percent of the time.

3b. What were the chan es in the differences between the hi :h
ending and the low reading sou in the use of the four

types of language as the tro- r sed through chap-
tern?

Both groups used interpretive language frequently in the
initial segments. Front that use of the category declined
to near disuse In the final segments for both groups. After the
early segments the high group tended to use evaluative and
speculative language more frequently. By comparison the low
group tended to use the same categories in a fluctuating man-
ner,

9. Was there a relationship between the type of language used
to e ress a response and the mental nocess used to forrnulatu

Both groups used descriptive language and icientifyirig men-
tal processes In a statistically significant manner. Both cate-
gories were considered to be the least abstractive process in
their respective continuums. Both groups used speculatfh
language and predicting mental processes in a statistically
significantly related manner. The high group used generalizing
mental processes with evaluative language in a statistically sig-
nificant related manner.

The major difference between the two reading groups was
the high group's tendency to use more abstract forms of think-
ing and language while responding. They were able to accom-
plish more with fewer processes, especially in later segments,
as they used more accumulative categories. All readers pro-
cess a story In unique personal ways, but the direction is al-
ways toward increasing understanding, When progressively
more abstract forms of thinking and language are used that
understanding is reached more expediently.

THE TEACIUNG OF POETRY IN GRADES SEVEN AND
EIGHT A- SURVEY OF THEORY, PRACTICES, AND MA-
TERIAU Order N9. 7919743

HECHT, Sandra Nancy, Ed.D. Boston University School of
Education, 1978. 202pp. Major Adviser: Thomas G. Devine

Theory

Poetry and activities related to the teaching of poetry are
recognized components of English and Language Arts Programs.
The philosophical orientations far teaching poetry have altered
significantly in the last twenty years and a plethora of new ma-.
terials and perspectives are advocated by theorists.

The purposes of this study were to (1) review and synthesize
a number of perspectives and objectives applicable to the teach-
ing of poetry at the junior high school; (2) survey material V..-
propriate for use at the junior high school, and (3) describe
poetry teaching in seventh and eighth grade classrooms.

Research Design

A review of pertinent professional and theoretical literature
revealid savel-4.11z..-sicissiresirrthe-teching-of-poetry-:(1)-ob-
jectives, (2) the particular nature of poetry, the adolescent_
learner, and the successful teacher of poetry, and (3) the eval-
nation of poetry and of student work in poetry, A review of
these facets is presented. In addition, activities reprbsentalive
of the types of material currently available are presented.

A questionnaire was-designed -- the results of which would
describe the climate and methodologies prevalent in the seventh
and eighth grade classrooms of Massachusetts. One hundred
middle and junior high schools were identified by random se-
lection; questionnaires and an accompanying cover letter were
sent. Thiaquestionnaire contained sixty items and addressed
these issues: (1) professional preparation, (2) the attitude of
teachers toward poetry, (3) objectives teachers held for poetry,
(4) organization of poetry_ material in the classroom, (5) a de-
lineation of question type asked by theteachers, (6) a survey
of specific activity practices related to the teaching of poetry, '
(7) teacher opinion as to the suitability of poetry for, the seventh
and eighth grades, (8) suggestions for the improvement of
the teaching of poetry, and (9) suggestions for successful
activities.



The Results

The findings of this study suggest:
I. There is significant agreeMent that Nei, is particularly

appropriate for inclusion at thd seventh and eighth grade level.
2. The two most frequent activities related to the teaching

of poetry are the distribution and displaying of student work and
the writings of poems in predeslgned verse forms.

2. The two activities most infrequently `lone in regard to
the teaching of poetry are the memorization or dramatization
of poetry.

3. There is considerable interest in the teaching of poetry,
but teachers',professional reading and failure to employ a wide
diversity of materials does not reflect their professed belief.
in the essentiality of poetry teaching.

4. There is an increased focus on the affective domains of
poetry.

Teucher-directed questions of all types are more preva-
lent than activities involving student production, performance,
or activities which require student initiative and student to-
student activities.

6. There is an increased focus on the writing of poetry and
some difficulty of transition from writing to reading poems.

7. Poetry is taught primarily in a unit form; however, the
assimilation of poetry during the year is a significant second
organization. An average of ten class periods a year are de-
voted to poetry and related activities.

8. More poetry Is taught at the high ability levels than with
lower ability students.

Conclusions

The findings of this study suggest that there is a great deal
of potential in attitude and material for placing poetry in a ma-
jor and viable position for the seventh and eighth grade pro-
grams. An increased arriouneof sharing, varying activities and
increasing time, providing more poetry for lower ability stu-
dents, and establishing guidelines pertinent to an emerging
focus on the affective and less tangible aspects of poetry should
result in making poetry a viable and integral part of the seventh
and eighth grade English classroom,

PATTERNS OF AMERICAN FICTION: An Anthology of the
American Short Story Based on Structuralist Principles

Order No. 7E121309

HOLSBERRY, Carmen Williams, Ph.D. Duke University, 1978.
579pp. Supervisor: R. Bgrd Shuman

The purpose of this dissertation is to present an anthology
of American short fiction for use by the college-bound.high
school student; The approach taken is that of recent theorists
who expound "a structural approaph to the English curriculum.
The debate over the structure of the secondary English curricu-
lum which begarrin the 1950's and continued into the late 1960's
had a salutary effect in many areas of curriculum planning, Its
main-achievement for the studyof literature was the demise of

o the old anthology which offered much biographioal-historical
information, some literature often in abridged form, and no
principle of organisation other than chronology. The texts which
replaced tie anthologies we )'e generally of two kinds, and both
were a marked improvement. The first type, usually modeled
after the influential Brooks and Warren 'texts and found more
often in introductory college courses than in the high school,
focused, quite correctly, on a close reading of the work of liter-
_ature rather than on peripheral material. However, the main
problem with the texts of the New Critics, other than often being
unavailable for high school students because they are consid-
erkel to be too adlificult," is, as several of their.criticshave
pointed out, that they offer no principle of organization other
than an ,ewlication of a text in order to illustrate' formal as-
pect of fiction. They contain little historical background, they
do not relate one work by an author to the corpus of his work,
andthey do not attempt to discern the larger thematic patterns
in American literature.Far more prevalent in the high schools

are those recent trots which replace the chronological with
. .

the thematic approach. . re

An examination of them shows that the editors seem to have
structural principles in mind when they present units cone:fit-
ing of literature of various genres under such broad thematic
headings as "Man against Nature" or "Puritanism in American
Thought." However, these texts do little to foster a critical
reading of literature. For example, a unit on Puritanism might
coe.-,aln a short' story by Nathaniel Hawthorne, a lyric by Emily
Dickinson, and a play by Az thur.Miller from which the student,
is expected to extract a theme. kny advantage the student might
gain in perceiving continuities in American literature is made
at the expense of his eeeing the unique quelities of an individual
work of art. Therefore, this dissertation, which is divided into

ree sections, attempts to remedy the faults found inmost-high.
echool American literature texts by presenting a comprehen-
sive, intellectually coherent method of selecting and editing
material which combines the best features of the New Critical
anthologies and thee° which employ a thematic approach.

The first section of the dissertation is a rationale. It pre-
sents structural theory-as it relates to the high echool liter-
ature curriculum. The main goal of the theorists of a struc-
tured approach to the curriculum has been to find a method of
presenting material that is sequential and cumulative. This
method is designed to allow the student to begin with simple
basic concepts and to move to matters of ever increasing corn-
plerdty. In spite of the foundations articulated by auch a semi-
nal thinker as Jerome Bruner, a comprehensive theory for
literary study has not been formulated. This rationale attempts
to formulate a comprehensive theory of curriculum structure
for literary study that will aid the editor, and subsequently
the classroom teacher, in making selections of fiction, It em-
ploys the basic concepts of Bruner and augments them with the
works of such literary critics as Northrop Frye and Norman
Friedman. ,

The Aecond section of the dissertation is the anthology of
American short fiction. The main purpose of is section is toh

. present to the student the basic concepts em oyed in'the analy-
sis of literature. This introductory levelocorresponds to the
Bruneriair theory of first presenting the basic, universal com-
ponents of a discipline. The method is that of the New Critics:
a close reading and explication of individual works.

The third seepon of the dissertation Win the form of a
handbook or teacher's guide. This section presents several
approaches to the structure of the curriculum and attempts to
arrive at a new synthesis in the method of presenting American
literature. The purpose of this section is to offer to the teacher
a ccinabinapon of app_ roaches to literature whichimost =Moto-
glee, concentrating on a sengle method 'De theme) omit. The
fiction that was presented to the student for a clue anelysis-'
of its bailie components is-here reexamined and teclassified
so that the teacher may employ it in sequences.of increasing
complexity. Each work is first related to the can n of its In-
dividual author so that patterns within that author s work may
be discerned. Then, on an increasing level Div° plexity, the
same works are employed to illustrate perennial- °ties of
thought in American literature.

Within a single anthology, then, the teacher will be given
the resources to present to the student a variety ofi approachee
to the study of American literature. in its rationge, its method
of presenting fiction, and its instructions to'the te4her, this
dissertation attempts to structure those approachesi so that a

e coherent sequence of literary study, based on an ascending
order of complexity, will emerge. It is in this multiplicity of
methods, so lacking in many texts, that this dissertation hopes
to contribute to the planning of the high school English cur-
riculana.



A MULTICULTURAL WOMEN'S STUDIES CURRICULUM IN
AMERICAN LITERATURE. -Order No. 7820444

JOHNSTON, Judith Conlin, 1).A. Drake University, 1978. 162pp.
Adviser: Norman Hane

It is unfortuhate that academia finds itself in, a position in
which irneeds Women'g Studies and Multicultural Studies. Our
academic community always should have included women and
minorities in representative numbers as students, as teachers,
as writers, as critics, as administrators. Ilisto: malty, this
has not been the case. The history of higher education for
Warier' has been limited, and limiting. Tice educaticaal system
teaches students to identify with a white, male culture. Women,
do not see themselves accurately reflected in the canon of Amer-
ican literary culture. There is a sense of alienation which
women students feel, a sense which is exacerbated when that ,
womaq is a Black; or a Chicane, a Native American or an Asian
Arnericari;, she is viewing not only a male culture, but a white,
male culture, ant' she asks, "Where do Nit?"

The Multicultural Women's Studies curriculum in American
Literatdre which I propose attempts to include wome011
women, in any study of American literature. It attempts to
balance what ha been a white, rnasculist approach to .Arneridan
literature. The cerrictllum which I propose can be taught sep-
arately as an Introductory Course in Women's Studies in Amer-
ican Literature; it 'can serve as a course requirement in Human.
Relations and is deliberately tailored to 'fulfill the six compo-

of the Iowa Human Relations Guidelines; it can be fed into
any traditional American literatiire course in an effort to bal-
ance what has been a lopsided, male-biased approach to Amer-
ican literature. Ultithately, the hope is that we can so revise
our thinking that we can propose a. balanced curriculum for
;American literature which is truly representatIve of the full
spectrum of American traditions end values, female and male,
white and minority.

..

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SPEECH ACTS FOR A THEORY OF
LITERARY MEANING -Order No. 7819364

KASPRISIN, Ldrraine, Ph.D. Columbia University, 1978. 1713pp..

The purpose of this study is to construct a new conceptual
framework that will Provide a theoretical foundation for both
literary practices and empirical studies. In place of ad hoc
critical practices`and fragmented conceptual studies, this anal-
ysis has attempted td,realim our concepts within a coherent
framework by examining tl.e structure one concept must hive
if it is to be related consistently with other concepts we wish
to hold.

Preliminary chapters re-examine within,the logicat frame-
work of this study several basic conceptsthe nature of della-
lion, the concept of intentionality, the notion of an inatitutional
analysis, the function of literary discourse, focusing on such

tars as the Anglo-ArAericah New Critics, Morris Welt,
John Ellis, George Dickie, Barbara Herrnstein Smith, 1 L.
Austin, and John R. Searle.

This inquiry centers on a definition-of "imaginative" litera-
ture thatiotates its fanctionmithin a. cultural activity or social
practice. As a basic concept, the'definition of literature.serves.
as a focus for a systematic account of other issues. Although
all the concepts central to the main issues ofz,literary studies
can now be eprnMed in their relationship to thigrproposed deli-
ailing, this study has concentrated on four of them: literary
discourse, intention, context, and meaning.

A literary work of art is defined as a text (oral or written)
that-has been deliberately and intentionally produced as such or
taken as having been to Produced by an interpretive community
of readers in such a way that it is perceived as an intransitive
representation of linguistic acts requiring on the part of a par-
ticipant reader the construction of a context for its under-
standing.

We can draw at least seven consequences from the concep-
ramework in which this notion of a literary text is em-

.. 1. 'Literary utterances are representations or linguistic
Lions or speech acts, more specifically, illocutionary ride.

2. Such representations are taken intransitively.
3. The concept of intention is reintroduced into a notion

literary meaning as a logical relationship rather than a contin-
gent relationship.. To understand the meaning Of a text requires
that we read it as if it were the result of some communication
:intention; a notion of intcadon standn logically prior 41 a
notion of meaning.

4. Understanding the text receites the construction of a
context, for` only by supplying,the context for literary utterances
do we providp the conditions for its understanding. Such a con-
text is not determined by definition but is developed on the basis

' of reasons_ and arguments. The question of what is intrinsic:-
and extrinsic to literature must be determined and not assumed.
Such a reading, however, is highly conventionalized, governed
by both primary and secondary conventions.

5. The meaning of a literary work is dependent on a general
theory of meaning.

6... The meaning of a literary work can be construed as an
"illocutionary redescription.'

7. The understandings that we Construct Out of the represen-
tations of thg text can; in turn, be projected once again toward
the world. They provide new concepts and new paradigms
through which we come to restructure our reality. Cervantes's

..novel, Don Quixote, for example; brought into our language a
new noun and a new concept, "Quixotism." in this way, we
can say thatXin the fend, life comes to represent literature.
The sequence form: not so much a circle, however, as a,
spiral.

By broadening tbe context relevant` o our understanding of
a literary work while, at the same lime, remaining linguistically
and textually oriented; this model can illuminateboth the.par-
ticipatory role of the reader and the demands of the text,
thereby, reconciling two dominant pedagogical approaches to
the study of literature.

CLASSICAL AND EXISTENTIAL COMPARATIVE USES OF
MYTH AND MODERN LITERATURE,: A STUDY OF COUN-

. SUING PERSONS IN BOUNDARY SITUATIONS
Order No. 7823638

PARKER, Lois Janette, Ph.D. University of Idaho, 1978. 254pp.
Chairman: Thomas E. Hippie

This dissertation considers the contemporary condition
estrangement, between counseling and literary A stir-.
vey of comparative uses of myth and modern literature by two
classical and two existential therapists in their work with cli-
enta in boundary situations provides information concerning
both theoretical and practical relevancies of literary studies
for counseling.

The method is interdisciplinary. Twenty-four questions, as
:descrilied by the.cells of a cross-axes design, are addressed..
Classical therapists are Sigmund Freud and Carl Gustav Jung;.
existential therapists are Rollo May and Ronald D. Laing.
Boundary situations are critical life events that initially Corn-
psi individuals into the counseling process in search of a more
meaningful existence. -The situation's overwhelming limita-
tions, represented, as an impasse, and the situation's inherent
'possibilities, indicated as a fiweshold, are analogous with MI-
tiatory, mythical events of traditional peoples. Experientially,
such situations imply unavoidability, intense awareness, and a
seeming distortion ottime and space, the latter of Which is
analogous -with literary experiences, both mythical and modern.

findings indicate that many critical events of life are paten-
ial boundary Situations; that both counseling theory and min- i

seling practice, whether classical or existential, are .comple-
mented by myth and modern literature; that. theoretical,
therapeutic, and literary distinctions illumine dllte.-ences
within, between, and among categories; and that an existential
emphasis on experience in writings of both Freud and Jung,
and a classical emphadis on an essential nature .of persona in
writings of both Mayland Laing partially explain the blurring
of classical and existential categoties when considering myth
and modern literature in relation to boundary situations.



More speclfically,.theorctical implications indicate that
myth and modern literature are potential resources for
clarification and illustration of counseling theories; ;that dif-
ferent forms of'literary materials, including narrative, imag-

. ery, dramatic, add poetic, are theoreticaUy,raluable; and that
psychological interpretations of literature vary theoretically.

Therapeutic Implications show that dream-work benefits
in counselor's knowledge of mythical symbols;, that both

literal and experiential symbolic interpretations are meaning-
ful; .and that the' therapeutic value of narrative experience is
an area Mating further research.

in conclusion, it is, recommended that literary study be In-
tegrated intcoun.selor'a educational programs; and that myth
and modern literature, asitOntrasted and compared, be recog-
nized as potentlaFagents for catalyzing depth-counseling ori-

,entations.

THE RESP,ONSE OF SDCTH-GRADE READERS TO
SELECTED CHILDREN'S LITERATURE WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO MORAL JUDGMENT Order No. 1821831

PERINEi. Maxine Harriet, Ed.D. Columbia University 'reach-
ers College, 1977. 286"pp. Sponsor: Professor Arthur W.
Foshay

The primary purpose of the study was to examine the rela-
tionship between literary responses and moral interpretations
of sixth-grade siubjecis to selected literary works. A secondary
purpose was to craw implitOiens for_the teaching of literature
and the development of children'6 moral educelion.

Two hyp.-,V,eses wu: formulated as follows:
1. A re. glionship edge between the literary responses of

children and their moral intv,r.:rraitions of literary works.
2. The literary iesponses of children will be consistently

within the categories of the Purves schema, Elemerite of Writ-
ing about a 1,iterVoric and their moral responses will be
consistently within the Kohlberg categories of moral judgment.

Basic tothe study is a two-fold problem ccacerning the need
for teaching both literature and,moral education. The need for
methodology in these areas is recognized and methods are sug-
gested.

a A pilot study and a field study were conducted with sixth-
grade subjects in a middle-class community. Children were
exposed to lessons in widely recognized literature involving
moral dilemmas. Class sessions were taped and verbatim
transcriptions were made. Responses were divided into idea
mitts by reliability coders and were coded by two wherries:
Elemente of Writin about a Liter Work by Purvis and the

hlberg Moral Stages.
, Analysis of data by the Purves schema revealed that Erigege-
ment-Invelvement was the dorginant category of literary re-
sponse followed respectively by Perception, interpretation, and
Evaluation. An analysis of data by the Kohlberg schema showed-
that Stage 3 was the dominant stage of anffal judgment.

The Speafrnan Rank-Order Correlation Formula was used
to determine relationships between categories orliterary re-
sponses and moral interpretations. Responses of sixteen highly
verbal students who read well and who responded with the high-
met frequency wereueeel in the correlations. The following posi-
tive correlations, significant at the 5 percent level, were ob-
tained: (1) Stage 3 and Engagement-Involvement, .55; (2) Stage
3 and Perception, .59; (3) Ste 0 3 and Interpretation, .58.

Results of the study confirmed the hypotheses. A relation-
ship was found between literary responses and moral interpre-
tations; literary responses were within the categories of the
Purves schema; and moral responses were within theohlberg
categories of moral judgments. In this investigation, Kohlberk
is considered an analyit and the deVelopmental stages of his
schema are considered aspects of moral thinking. Datain this

_study suggestslhat the Kohlberg stages are present in some
degree at all times in the minds of the students; however, some
stages ere more prominent at one time thah another.; Implied
in the study Is the need for programs in literature and moral
education. Peer-group interaetion was concluded to be a satire-

-let-tory method for obtaining responses to literary works and
a rre.AS of resolving moral eonflict. Through personal involve-
Meet in the literature-and through reawning,_Moral judgment
Was etimulated.

The following recommendations were mdde:
e. I. That literaturVbe taught throughout the elementary

grades.
2. That moral education be given attention in the seheels.
3. That teachers acquire more knowledge of teaching liter-

ature including literary criticism.
4. That- teachers evaluate children's responses to literature

by using ail instrument such is the Purves schema to find areas
that are Weak or mi Being. eair

5. That the Kohlberg schema be used to evaluate children's
moral responses.

6. That teachers direct attention of children to areas of En-
gagement-Involvement, Perception and Interpretation when in-
volving them in literature which includes moral dilemmas;
Because of the relationship between these categories of Merry
response and moral judgment. attention to these alas makes
it possible to deepen response and foster moral development
at the same time.

FEMALE NON-STEREOTYPING MI PAROCHIAL AND PUB-
LIC HIGH SCHOOLS: AN ANALYSIS OF CATHOLIC eTU-

., DENTS' ATTITUDES ANN TJEIR LITERARY PREFERENCES
Order No. 7619777

RILE'7, Maurgen Evelyn, Ed,l, Boston University School of
Educative, 078. 241pp. Major Professor: Thernas,C. Devine

This esploratory study analyzes the degree of female nett-
stereotyping among Catholic public and.parochial high school
students, as well as the extent of female non -stereotyping' in the
students' preferences of required reading novels and personally
chosen outside reading novels.

Of the twenty-four subjects selected for the study, twelve-
(six Orli, six boys) were parochial high school students, WA
twelve (six girls, six boys) were public high school students
who attended Confraternity of Christian Doctrine classekcon-
ducted by the aforejnentioned parochial school's parish: The

. public and parochial schools are' located in the sere district
of a suburban town. All subjects liv `thin that district and rep- -

resented low, middle, and high socioeconomic backgrounds ac-
cording to Hollingshead's Two Factor Index. .

The methodology used to determine the degree of female
non-stereotyping employed by the students and pprtrayed in
their required and personally chosen outside reeding novella
was as follows: First, the subjects completed a.questionndra
constructed by the researcher to determine theirattitude toe. .

wards females and their preference of their high school English ,

curriculum's required reading novels and their own personally
chosen outside reading novels. Using a. rating guideline non-
struCted by the investigator, four coders then rated each stu-.
dent questionnaire to determine to what degree studerstanon-
stereotyped characteristics of eleven categories of ferrule.

Next, twelve of the novena students specified as -enjoyable
on the student questionnaire were selected for rating: three
most frequently mentioned required reading novels and three
moat frequently mentioned personally chosen outside reading
novels for each school, parochial and public. The coders then
analyzed the twelve novels to determine thedUghse,of female '
non-stereotyping contained in each work.

In this study the researcher investigated four major hypoth-
eses: . ,

1. Public high school students who attend Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine classes non-stereotype females to a greater
degree than parochial high school students. Research findings
supported is hypothesis.

2. The ngliSh curriculum's required reading novels ID the
public high chool non-stereotype fenties to a greater extent
than the required reading novels= in the parochial high school's
EngHsh curriculum. Thil hypothesis was not supported in that
investigation revealed on the average the paroc.hlal schoorre..
quired reading novels which were rated non-ster&onped beauties;

. more than the public schoolrequired4eading novels rated,
3. Catholic public high school students' personallY chosen

outsidereading novels non-stereotYped females more than paro- '--
chial high school- stUdents' outside reading novels. Invest; len ,

findings supported this hypothesis.
.

,



4.' Students' degree o( female non - stereotyping is moee
closely aligned to the degree of female non-stereotyping por-
Aiayed in their outside reading novels than in their English car-
riculum's required reading novas. This hypothesis was par-
tially supported. Public school students',,degree of female
non-stereotyping was nearer, though only slightly, to the degree
of female non-stereotyping in their outside reading wads than
in their required reading novels. However, parochial school
students' degree of feihale non-stereotypingles more closely
akin to the degree of female non - stereotyping In welt required
reading novels than in theirkutside reading noveli.

Findings of sub-studies associated with the research con-
clude that: (1) the higher the socioeconomic grasp was, the
greater was the group's average degree of female non-stereo-
typing:12) the high IQ groups when compared to,the medium
and low IQ groups were never the lowest in'clegree 'of female
nen-stereotyping; (3) there was no relationship between SAT
verbal scares or scholastic achievement and the extent of Mu, .
dents' fefiiale non-stereotyping.

LITERARY STRUCTUpE9- FOR R
(PARTS I AND II)

RUNNELS, \Mara Margaret, Ed.D.
of Education, 1978. 466pp. Major
Culliton, Jr.

EADING ESPON3E.
Order No. '7819778

oston University School
PrOfessor: Thomas E.

Purpose
The study was undertake, ,for the purpose of constructing

and evaluating a handbook of literary structures to he utilized
in conjunction with the actual reading of literature. The foals
pf the study centered upon what effect in terms of the reading
process an awareness of literary structures would baee upon
the reader's attitude and the eider's ability, to respond to lit -.
erature. The following research questions were raised.;
1. Does a knowledgd"of literary structures as a learning set ,

make the reader more sensitive and responsive to literature?
Does the knowledge of literary structures as a learning set

ficilitate comprehension of literature? 3. Does a knowledge
of literary structures as a learning set affect Attitudes toward,
literature? 4: Does the knowledge of; literary structures as a
Learning set affect behavior in independent literary experi-
ences? .

Procedures
The researcher's handbook, Literary Structures for Read-

ir_ilaaise, was designed to provivith a met- In-
guistic awareness of the dynamic processes at work in a given
literary piece. The literary structures were presented in cone
junction with the actual reading of literature. An'itwareness
of structures.was theorized.to raise the reader's expectations
by establishing criteria-for analysis and criticism by the art
of joining the reader'sigeneral knowledge to the print And
allowing a synthesis to occur.

Sevefity-eight tenth grade students from a small high school
population participated in the study. The sample was com-
prised of four ellisses of two classes in experimental group
and twoclasses n the control group.

The classroom teachers of the experimental groups taught
lessons daily for nine weeks using the handbook in conjunction
with the readIng,of the literature. Teachers did not stress
memorization of the terms in the handbook in the course of the
study, but rather developed in the students a familiarity with
the berme for the purpose of raising questions. examining lit-
erature-and generating response.

Testing,.'
Three sets of tests were utilized in this study to abeees ,the

effectiveness of using literary structures in conjunction with
the literature for responsive reading:" RESPONDING: ' GINN
INTERRELATED SEQUENCE TO LITERATURE; Ginn DIAG-
NOSTIC TESTS OF SPECIFIC SKILLS;'-anciedinia ATTrl'UDF_
SCALFS, The data were analyzed by comparison of riven
scores for the initial and final tests and by co,nputation cif
critical ratios of difference.

F_ indir/s

The knowledge pf literary structures as a learning set ap-
peared to be ineffective in increasing above average students'
'ability to respond to-literature, but was effective at the .05
level of significarice in increasing below averagestudents' re-
eponss-to literature. The knowledge of literary structures a's
'a learning set Was effective in impreving above average stu-
dents' ability to comprehend literature at the .05 level sat 510-
thicuice, 2aut was ineffective in improving below average stu-
dents' ability to comprehend literature. Reading attitudes were
not markedly changed by an awareness of literary structures,
Students in the experimental groups appeared to be better pri-
paredbrhandle material read independently than those in the
-Contest groups.

Conclusions

An awareness of literary structures improves students'
response and comprehension of literature. Responsive reed-
ing of literature requires a perception of baste structures.
Such familiarity facilitates predictive and responsive reading.
Comprehensive reading of literature also requires an aware-
ness of the dynamic interactions of ingredients at work in a
given literary piece. Such an awareness of process facilitates
comprehension. Providing students with the tools for antici-
patory reading reducee reader uncertainty and develops More
positive attitudes toward the reading of literatute.

PERSONAL VALUES AND VALUES IDENTIFIED IN NEW-
BERT MEDAL AWARD BOOKS BY STUDENTS AND CHIL-
DREN'S LIBReAF,aA, NS Order No. 7818661

RYDER, Mary Stephens, Ed.D. University of Denver, 1978.
157pp.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether Medias
and librarians held similar personal values andlo determine

ether students and librarians could recognize similar values
as important when the values were presented in literary format.

Children's- librarians and seventh gradestudents in junior
high Language Arts classes were asked to complete two
value surveys. The first survey, Value Survey D, designed by
Dr. Milton Rokeaeh, was modified and required reporting on
-personal values' The differences in the means of the scores
weriecalculated. The second survey, also a rnodifiO\cvalue

b, required application of the survey to a sele titan of
children's literature end reporting of demonstrated values;
The:Newbery Medal Award books, 1971-1975, were used as the
literature selections Chi Square statistical treatment Was ap-
plied.

-4

'Findings

llama were differences betWeen the student anclthe librar-
in groups on four instrumental or behavioral values and seven
terminal or end-state of .existence values when personal values
WS* considered. Thirty-one percent of the thirty-siaaValuee
o the meddled Value Survey D were not viewed as similarly
iMportant by the two groups. :

In discussing the four instrumental values, a higher per-
ntage of students found ihe valugs.of ambitious, independent,

add Obedient to be of importance in their lives .while the librar-
!found broadminded very important in their lives.

}When considering the terminal values, a higher.percentage
of students over librarians found all of these values isnportant.



Tie-se tidpaaL! the r eMrcll was a niNtlied Value Sur-
D wjilcli whS applied to L.Lch of five Newbey Medal Award

Isioke, 1i171 l95, and requfted that the two rc'ups report
wflethr each of thirty-aix values wits cIemooatrUed In thejead-

J pg seleeiu.- qrty-serercent of th thirty-six valns
were by the two reporting groups when
all: o[ the bookyier conajdered.

'When individual boothiweF considered, the greatest diver
sity iu value recognition of the1io reporting groups occurred
in th boolça, nmer oft u1, aid II!the
Great. A greater percentage of tudent ovei librarians found
that the-alue5were developed In each book. In the three re-
maining bJoks, inly two dIffeiences in values reeognlUon were
Indicated.

-- .-
On the basis of the findings, the folldtng conclusIons were

advanced:
1. When considering the persol iii vatue of the tw groups,

a communicatIon or maturity gap exiSts when recognizing the
Importaice in daily lfvingf npproximately one third of the
values which are listed On Valutfi-vey D,;nodifled. The study,
or the consideration of these valties ,inte llIe styles of mdi-
viduals would bring a dffferent reponsfrom studentS and
adu1t.

2. The findings concerning'the values leqognized in five
Newbery Medal Award books by studente alchildren's librar-
iaan liidjcitte, that instrumental or behaidral\,alues, and termi-
nal or end-state of existenge values ar diffici1t to understand
or-recogiiize similarly b?divergent grbups whan presented in
some literature. However, th1iterature available for use by
students is a viabl vehicle for values trwnsmisslpn or inmica-
tifl assurni'ng that librariai¼5, teachers; and parents are aware
that. there are varying degrees of societal values pi'efentCd in
cilUrcnstUterature and'thit metliods-an strategies of rocog-
nition of values ptesented in literature would 'air of necessity.

EDUCATIQN AND THE EXPERIENCE OF-POETIC
MEANTNG DrderNo. 1821238

SCIURALU, Nartin Guy, Ph.D. University of IllInois at
Urbana-'Champaign, 1978. lfl?pp.

The general- task of this dissertation isto articulate the
conceptual grasp implicit in the appreciatioi of poetic mean-
ing and there to uncover the categories of awarenessjnto
which students of poetry would need to be initiated. Toward
giving an adequate account of poetic meaning; the theie covers
nuch of a foundational nature. Specifically an attempt is made

to relate recent developments in epistemoldgv ind the philos-
ophy of science to aesthetics ap the philosophy of.art.

Chapter Ii gives an account qf the genesis of the ther-
dependency theSiS in the philosophy of science and Chapter 111
relates this-thdis to perceptidn in the arts terminating In an
account of aesthettc experience- bnsd on Wittgenstaln's dis-
cussion of seeThg" and see1ng as" The fourth chapter--ex-
tends the discussion to music, the complex arts, and pbetr
through the notion of swareness.

Chapter V ttempts to isolate the categories 9f awareness
at .vork In the appreciation of poeticneanlng. It is argued
that Ezra Pound's categories of melopoela, hanopoeia, and
lugopoela (with some refinements) can be uae'dto represent
the conceptual grasp implicit in the appreciation/of poetic
meanlng The Pouridian categOries are also used to -sfiow how
poetry can mean more than it literally says.

The dissertation ends with a discussion of educational
practIce consistent with the view developed in the thesis.

12

BLACk WRITEflS EXPERIENCE COMMUNISM: AN lNTEfl
DISCIPLINARY STUDY OF IMAGINATIVE WRITERS, THEIR
CRITICS, AND THE CPUSA Order No. 7l849?

SISIAMA, Jab:trl Onaje, Ph, En)by University 1978, O6pi.
1? Adviser: Dr. Robert Wheeler

The primary pui-posedf this study is to clarify the debate-
within the CPUSA between 1919 and 1953 over the Negro Ques-.
tion as It related d.rectly to Black writers' literary sell-
determination. We begin our analysis in 1919, the year that
the Communit Paitr broke front the Socialist Party, and e
end in 1053, the year thRt Langetun Hughes testified before
Joseph McCarthy's Senate Comni ittee Ott GovernmenrOpere -
tions and the year that Lloyd Brown clarned he ceaCd affiliat-'
Ing with4 all, political nioven:cats and prganizat ions. Among other
questions, thi9 study explores the following in sone detail:

(1) Wha,t notion, did Blcl wr1terx, who were writing prá-
- fesIona1ly prior to joining the literitry Comnunist movement,

-hold of tfse Black Aesthetic (I.e., Slack lai'tguage,style,4orme,
motifs, etc.), and how did this notion change or evolve, If at

-
all, once these writerS were within the ausicea of' the, PUSA
as either memberS or fellow travelers? .

(2) how did the-writers respond to the pxescriptlons of
proletarian and socialist realism?

(3 What did Black writers believe ti be tte role of the
'evolutionary Black wrIter? - - /

-

- (4) How did Black wrIters depict the Black domiun1ty In -

their literature while In the Party, arid how di they depict the
Communists? --

5) How did them deplcfloni change during thelç sojourn
withiz the Party? -

(8) How did Black writers per'etvethe International Corn-
muntet movement In relationship to the national movement,
and,- while in the movement, howdid they perceive America In
relationship to the USSR?b

-- (7) *hat attracted the Black writers to Communism and -

what turned them from It In- the end? -

- 8) What understanding did the Black writers possss of
self-detrrnlnation and how'dld-It dIfferfron the Party's

- undwrátandlng of It?" Finally,- this tuay exp1ors how vaious ..- -.
policy changes within the Paçty gffeted the writers' responses
to the questions above. -- -

,The conclusions our study finds kre'öf necesdity somewhat
tentative. We call- our conclusions tentative because-thIs study
'enc'óuntered problems that we were unable to completely -solve
within ltd time and scope. Th main problem that paced epe -

,clfle limitations qn this study is the failure of Iptdd1scIp1inary
scholarship to develop a rnethodology,and a theory to treat ef-
fectively certain critical prpblems'Mftt which it ddald. Wthis
stud we useda literary content analysin with sorhe emphisis -

- given to form if It inforrhed the content. We also usd a social- :, -

science data and value examination baned-bn observed acte
and ,tngib1e values. 'Our examination of data and -our use bf -

literary analysis wIthin the same chapter impos9s an inter-i.
dliscI1thary perspective O the reader, but this -imposition
speaks. best to our attempt-to addtess'he problem of method
by examining our themes an questions from several disc iplin,-

-
- ary viewpoints. . -- - -

The math thesis of this study is-that Black writers encoun-
tered difficulties when they attskipteø-to express Black na-
tidnaltat themes that dld not agree withthe vlqwn of the Party's
spokesmen. Thin tud' suppoi-ts thin thesis y illustrating iii -'
-stances where tlip Party's havy,-handed approach -to- specific .

questns flagrantly denied analniosphère 'of operness In which
certain issues cOuldbe duly eplored. In- addition, we con- , --

dude the threet followltig theses:'
(1) The 'CFUSAs Black Reppbllc- and Black Self-Determina-

- tion theories were lmportit in Itsipropaganda because of thefr
- ability t attract Black members and-writers,'but pot because : -

they advanced to Blacks a right of any political consequence.
(2) The CPUSA used Its Btck-memberh to curb the efforts -

of Black writers who attempted to exei-cise. literary self-
-

determination. I' - - - - - -
I- -

(3) The Black 'writers, fr'orni McKay. to Wright, agec1a
continuous struggle for th right to determiqe their litceazy
destiny while-in gr aound the Party; and " - - --

': --- '-.:



(4) The CPUSA was never a success in America when it
was not successhil in the Black community.. '

It is hoped that this study will aid both white and Black
radicals in understanding why they often failed historically to
accomplish the tasks that they set for themselves.

THE -EDUCATIONAL DIPLICATIONSFOR-THE,-INTEGRA:.
TION OF- BIOGRAPHICAL LITERATURE INTO THE CUR-
RICULUM OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILD

Order No. 7823861_

SIMS, D oris Juanita, Ph B.'Ciareinont Graduate School, 1978.

-Negatie racial attitudps or racial prejudice is one of the
most; if not\ the most serfbus social problem facing America.
Hence; the improvement of human relations is one of the most
crucial tusks confronting the schools today.

Research indicates that negative racial attitudes in children
begins at a very young age and intensifies as the child grows,

e negative racial attitudes from childrdn _toward
le different-than themselves, clearly reflect the values of

It culture, and should be alleviated.
h 1s across the nation are taking the brunt of racial

tWeen Blacks and Whites and other racially different
groups. There must he an effort made for children to gain a
greater respect for other groups and cultures by improving
the classroom curriculum. The schools should be the initiat-
ing agent by providing-a curriculum to Improve and promote
human relations. This task can be undertaken by first chang-
ing the-textbooks that are now filled with slanted facts and mis-
information, to those that represent a tram picture of our
Arnericaa.heritage.

= Literature, in general, and biographical literature in
ridiculer, can be one avenue whereby this can be accom-
piished.

.

-Since a majority of .racial strife iS among Blacks and
Whites wet most of the -negative racial attitudes are. directed
from Whites to Blacks, it isbelieved that negatiVe racial atti-
tudes will improve if the white child receives information
about Black men and women who have made contributions to
America through an integration of biographical literature into
the social- studies curriculum.

.,.

TO determine whether biographical literature integrated
into social studies curriculum of the white elementary school
child has an effect on his racial attitude, forty-nine students
were random.* selected from the second and third grade, an
equal number being male and female from each grade level, at
Bassett Elementary School in Van Nuys, a predomkiantly white
school (87%):

= The selected students were administered the PRAM It (Pre-
school Racial 'Attitude Meainre) to assess their racial attitudes
towards Blacks. The teachers (four) were given a curriculum
unit plan which was, written to, accompany four biographical fic-
tional stories that stressed the contributions of Ellack persons.
The Contributione highlighted readily relate to ell students be
cause of their impact on daily living, i.e., sugar, shoes, pea-
nuts and,the stop light. After the pretest each teacher pre-
sented the social studiet curriculum plan "Bl_ack Inventors
'Make Living Easier' to the entire class. The biographical lit-
erature was in slide, filmstrip and study print form

At the completion of the 4°64 studies curriculum unit plan
thbstudents-were, retested using the PRAM II to assess if their
racial attitudes changed towards Blacks'alter their expOsure
to the biographical literature. .

The racial attitude score is deterinined by the total amount .
of positive statements attributed to the white subjects in the
teat. The racial attitude total is then- converted to a prejudice
score with a rank of 1-5. The '1 meaning a-definite Euro (white)
racial bias, to 5 meaning a definite Afro (Black) bias.

The salts from the testing indicated that a large percent-
age of th students (50 percent) displayed a reasonably high .
-E+A- bias prior to the special curriculumprogram. As a re-
sult of their participation in the curriculum program the mean
score of the subjects showed a slight decline, with 34.8 percent
of the populatioft scoringtoward.the-upper-eral-ofithe E4A7--of
the-score-range-after the post test. Although this change was
statistically mAsignilicant some modificatien of-racial attituai

_appears-to have-met-irked. However=, since the change in racial
attitudes appeared to have been slight it is possible that the
simple presentation and integration of biographical literature
into the curricelum_aI the child may not necessarily decrease

It is necessary to conduct further study be-
fore a y such claim can be made.

ARCIIETY ANALYSIS AND THE TEACHING OF ADO-
LESCENT NOVELS Order No. 7817718

STRAUSER, Atha\Maxine Tubbs, Ph.D. The University of Texas
at Austin,.1978. -197pp. Sup,erxisor: Geneva Hanna Pilgrim

. ,
Literary criticism'and adolescent literature, two areas o

major concern for the inglIsheducator, have too often been
viewed entirely eeparatelythe resources of literary criticism
.being utilized only for the analysis of adult literature. English
teachers, feeling that adolescent fiction is not sufficiently-com-
plex to allow systematic criticism, have tended to exclude the
study of the adolescent novel from the literature curriculum.

The purposes of the present study were (1) to demonstrate
that modern adolescent fiction, which is becoming increasingly
more complex and which treats ph:tom:pi:teal questions that
yoUng people today are posing, can fruitfully be analysed by-use
of a systematic critical model;( (2) to demonstrate the viability
of an articulated, comprehensive model of literary criticism
which incorporates archetyp0.1 analysis, an approach that can
be used to analyze literature at various levels of reading diffi-
culty; and (3) to demonstrate the validity of classroom study of
the adolescent novel which embodies recurring archetypal
themes, in particular man's attempt to find a meaningful exis-
tence in a chaotic world. .

A contemporary expressign of this themean modern asides- '
cent literature is a concern with the misplaced values, in Amer-
ican society. Typically, the literature traces a search for iden-,.

ctity within asocial structure which lacks meaningful rites of
passage and lacks a cotleaive community into which the young .
can be incorporated. The absence of.tradition.-oriented models
has engendered Confusion and crisis. .

ompelling contemporary analysis of these themes fram '
an archetypal,perspective can be accomplished from a critical
approach based on the work of Mircea Eliade, particularly his
presentation of the concepts of the sacred and the profane.
Analysis of adolescent fiction in terms of these concepts illumi-
mites the themes in nfodern adolescent novels which deal with
the attempts of young people to live their lives qualitatively-
rather than quantitatively, to live a sacred rather than a profane
exiistence. The attempts often involve questioning orrejecting
goals which are commonly accepted in American ;edits, as
positive, such as the pursuit of material wealth and social pres-
tige. Adolescent literature communicates these archetypal
thenies in a contemporary-and comprehensible way to theyoung
person.

If adolescent novels are t be incorporated into the literature
curriculum of the secondary hoot and if they are to be studied
using archetypal criticism, the English teacher must be knowl-;
edgealge both of this literary g =andel° critical approach.
This necessity must be reflect n both the pre-service and
.in- service training of teachers.



THE VALUES IN FOUR SELECTED WORKS BY AMERICAN
BLACK AUTHORS AND SUGGESTED USES OF THESE
VALUES IN LITERATURE AND SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSES

------- Order No. 7619085

WALTON, James Edward, Ph.D. The University of Akron,
1978. 19Ipp.

Winner of the National Book Award as tila best American
novel of 1952, Invisible Man, by Ralph Ellison, was selected in
a 1965 Book Week poll as 'The most distinguished single work'
published in the last 20 years. This work, along with Black Boy
y Richard Wright, and Go Tell It on the Mountain by James

Baldwin, continues to enjoy widespread popUlarity in our nation's
high school and College classrooms. With the addition of The
Third Generation by Chester Himes, these books were/selected
for examination in this study.

Given the social concerns of the present day many educators_
deem it paramount that the classroomleacher has a clear-cut
means of encouraging students to reflect thoughtfully on the
values others, particularly minorities, hold. Students can then
be encoOraged to,ponder their own values iathese areas and to
act in wnye consistent with their expressed values. It was the
primary purpbse of this study, then, to describe the values in
these fotir works by American black authors.

The seven value categories in H.S. Brourly'-s Building a
Philosofitry of Education provided the structure for classifies-
tion: economic values; health,-,bodily, and recreattona} values; ,

id-values; moral values; aesthetic values; intellectual
es; :religious values.

was found that considerable attention in these works was
devoted to values in many of the seven categories, While' mini-
mal attention was given to values in other categories. Signifi-
cant-attention, for example, was paid to values in the social.,
moral, and intellectual eategories; slight attention, in many

'cases, was paid to values in the aesthetic and, surprisingly,
in the economic categories.

A second purpose of this study was to suggest ways for
aUalystis of the values in these works and the implications they
may have for the teaching of literature and social studies. Con-
crete Methods, based in part on strategies deVeloped'in Values
and Teaching by Raths; Harrnin, and Simon, areinclUded in the
study and, hopefully,,v.111 prove quite useful 6) the teacher in

the classroom.

I ,.
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